Burden of Dengue-related Neurosurgical Emergencies during an Epidemic: A Tertiary Care Experience

Abstract
Dengue is one of the most common flavivirus infections which can manifest from common flu-like fever to fatal hemorrhagic complication. Epidemics of dengue return every year with peaks during the rainfall claiming substantial number of lives in the tropical and subtropical regions of the world. We present manifestations of dengue in patients who underwent neurosurgery in a tertiary referral center during such an epidemic. There were total four patients referred for neurosurgical intervention as sequelae to dengue coagulopathy. Among them, three had intracranial bleeds and one had spinal cord hematoma along with intracranial hemorrhages. This small series includes the youngest reported case of dengue coagulopathy with intracranial bleed and only the second case of spontaneous intraspinal hematoma sequelae to dengue hemorrhagic fever. The situations where patients contract dengue in a setting of neurosurgical intervention are grave. The margin of safety in the presence of dengue coagulopathy is narrow. The surgeon has to outweigh benefit against risk of surgery in each individual.
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Introduction
Dengue virus is a single stranded RNA flavivirus belonging to the family of Arboviruses. The virus is transmitted to humans by the vector mosquitoes of the Aedes spp. This disease has been recognized to be one among the fastest spreading arboviral disease by the WHO which estimates the number of cases being in the range of 50–100 million/year.[1] The incidence of dengue has increased 30 fold in the past 50 years. This virus has four known serotypes (1–4). Dengue outbreaks are very common in the setting of monsoon in India. In the current year (2017), India is witnessing one of the major outbreaks of this disease with the state of Kerala being hit the worst. Within Kerala, the district of Thiruvananthapuram had the highest toll claiming more than 100 lives. Dengue can have varying manifestations from simple flu-like symptoms to more severe forms such as dengue hemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome. We present our experience which is unique series of four patients which include two postoperative neurosurgery patients contracting dengue hemorrhagic fever. The remaining two cases were direct sequelae to dengue coagulopathy which included a case of cerebellar infarct who underwent external ventricular drain (EVD) for obstructive hydrocephalus and a case of spontaneous intracranial hemorrhage with concomitant spinal cord hematoma.

Case Reports
Case 1
A 24-year-old female underwent transcranial surgery for pituitary macroadenoma. She underwent the right frontotemporal craniotomy. The lesion was approached through right subfrontal and pterional transsylvian corridor. Postoperatively, she was recuperating well in the neurosurgical intensive unit. She was fully conscious and oriented with a Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) of 15/15. Computed tomography (CT) scan done at this juncture was uneventful with only postoperative changes [Figure 1]. She had mild fever which manifested on the 4th postoperative day which lasted for few days and subsided. All routine investigations were done which were equivocal and cultures were negative. After 2 days, we noticed a swelling over the craniotomy site which gradually increases by the 10th day to involve upper part of the face. A CT
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scan was repeated which showed subgaleal and extradural hematoma (EDH) beneath the craniotomy site with mild midline shift of 3 mm [Figure 2]. In view of the recent epidemic of Dengue in our region, we investigated her for NS1 antigen and Dengue IgM antibodies both of which turned out to be positive. Her platelet counts during this time were alarmingly low, 19,000/mm³. Further investigation revealed her activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) was 59 s and international normalized ratio (INR) 1.3. Her blood group was “O” negative, and accordingly, she received multiple platelet concentrate transfusions without a notable rise in her platelet counts. By the 11th day her GCS deteriorated to 10/15 and there were multiple petechial hemorrhages all over the body. During this time, it was noticed that her left arm was swollen due to underlying hematoma at the venipuncture site. The radial pulse in her left arm disappeared due to ongoing compartment syndrome. She also started to develop anisocoria consequent to uncal herniation. Platelet count during this time was 40,000/mm³. In this life-threatening situation, it was decided to go ahead with emergency life and limb-saving surgery. She underwent craniotomy and evacuation of the EDH and fasciectomy of the left upper limb. Multiple transfusions of fresh blood, plasma, and platelets were given during the surgery as there was profuse bleeding from both sites. Hemostasis at the craniotomy site was achieved by the use of Floseal, a hemostatic matrix (Baxter Healthcare Inc.). After fasciectomy, the radial pulse in her hand reappeared and the wound was packed loosely with mop and dressing after achieving hemostasis; however, there was mild diffuse oozing from the dressing site.

After surgery, she regained consciousness to a GCS of 13/15 and her platelet count showed mild increase to 50,000/mm³. A repeat CT scan was taken which showed recollection of EDH [Figure 3]. Since she was conscious and alert we decided to wait and watch. But again, after 2 days she deteriorated in her consciousness and a repeat CT revealed the size of the EDH had further increased with mass effect on the brain [Figure 4]. She underwent emergency surgery during which there was diffuse ooze from the underlying dura. A meticulous hemostasis was achieved with bipolar cautery and surgical. She was given multiple platelet concentrate transfusions during this time. Postoperatively, she improved in her consciousness to a GCS of 12/15 and platelet counts rose to 65,000/mm³. A repeat CT scan was taken after 3 days of second reexploration which showed that there was no further bleeding [Figure 5]. The fasciectomy site wound which had diffuse oozing also stopped by this time.

After the second resurgery, she developed chest infection and went into adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). She was transferred to the critical care unit and was weaned off from the ventilator gradually. She recovered well from the ARDS and was discharged after 4 weeks with a Glasgow outcome scale of 5/5.

Case 2

A 1-year old female child was referred to us with fever of 1-week duration and altered sensorium. She was initially assessed by the emergency paediatrician. She was drowsy with a GCS of 9/15. A CT scan was advised which revealed bilateral cerebellar infarcts and patchy hypodensities in the left middle cerebral artery territory [Figures 6 and 7]. There was dilatation of the ventricles suggestive of obstructive hydrocephalus. She was referred to us for urgent intervention. After evaluating her clinically, placement of external ventricular drain was planned as an emergency measure to relieve the obstructive hydrocephalus. Preoperative investigations revealed she had low platelet count(30,000/mm³) and also showed positive reaction to dengue NS1 antigen. Her INR was 1.4 and APTT was 45 s. Multiple platelet transfusions were given with a modest rise in platelet counts to 50,000/mm³. An EVD was placed over the right Kocher’s point to relieve the hydrocephalus.
after which the child became conscious to a GCS of 11/15. She started to localize for pain. After 1 week of placing the EVD, we were planning to convert it into a permanent ventriculoperitoneal shunt but her platelet counts never reached a crescendo to ensure a safe neurosurgical intervention. After 10 days when her platelets improved to 95,000/mm³, the EVD was clamped overnight. As there was no deterioration in her consciousness, the EVD was removed after draining a moderate amount of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Unfortunately, within 15 min of this, there was sudden worsening of her neurological status to decerebrate posturing with anisocoria. The EVD was immediately reinserted along the previous track. An urgent CT scan was taken which revealed a large intracerebral hematoma in the opposite cerebral hemisphere [Figure 8]. She went into profound hypotension and her pupils became nonreactive following this. She was started on hemodynamic supports with dual vasopressors but succumbed to a cardiac arrest on the next day.

Case 3

A 75-year-old female had a history of fall at home after which she became unconscious and was brought to our hospital emergency. After resuscitation, a CT scan was taken which showed a right temporal lobe hematoma [Figure 9]. She underwent craniotomy and evacuation of hematoma after which she regained consciousness. She had an uneventful postoperative period until the 2nd week. Postoperative CT scan showed no fresh bleeding [Figure 10]. She was set to be discharged when she developed mild fever and altered sensorium. She was transferred to Intensive care unit and evaluated. Investigations revealed she had thrombocytopenia (63,000/ mm³) which prompted us to evaluate her for dengue. She was positive for NS1 antigen and IgM antibody. Her INR was 1.3 and APTT was 40 s. She was administered platelet concentrates without a notable rise in her
thrombocytopenia. After 4 days, her consciousness further deteriorated and chest X-rays revealed she had severe chest infection [Figures 11a and b]. She was ventilated as she further developed respiratory failure sequelae to ARDS. Throughout her illness, her platelet counts never recovered to normal levels despite several platelet transfusions. Finally, she succumbed to her disease after a prolonged period of ventilation.

Case 4

A 82-year-old otherwise healthy male had a history of fever of 1 week. He was not a diabetic or hypertensive. There was no history of trauma. After few days, he developed headache with vomiting which was associated with low backache. This was followed with gradual onset of weakness of lower limbs and urinary incontinence. The weakness worsened over the next few days to flaccid paralysis in both lower limbs. He was taken to a local hospital from where he was referred to us. On examination, he was conscious but not oriented. There were patchy ecchymotic patches on his sacral region. GCS was E4V4M5 along with Grade 0 power of lower limbs. There was no perception of any sensations below the trunk. There was normal power in the upper limbs. Investigations revealed he had severe thrombocytopenia (platelet count 20,000/mm$^3$) which prompted further evaluation for dengue in view of ongoing epidemic. He was positive for dengue IgM antibodies. His INR was 1.3 and APTT was 45 s. Emergency CT scan of the brain along with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the spine was advised. CT scan revealed diffuse patchy subarachnoid hemorrhages involving both cerebral hemispheres along with intraventricular bleed [Figure 12a and b]. MRI spine showed he had subdural and intramedullary hematoma involving the thoracolumbar region. The spinal cord was distended from T11 to L1 regions due to underlying hematoma [Figures 13 and 14]. It was decided to perform emergency decompression of the spinal cord, but his platelet counts were too low to perform...
a safe surgery. He was given multiple platelet transfusions after which thrombocytopenia slowly recovered partially to more than one lac over a period of 4 days after admission. He was taken up for surgery during which, a laminectomy of the T11, T12, and L1 vertebrae was performed. The cord was seen swollen with underlying bluish blush of the hematoma [Figure 15]. The dura was opened to visualize the underlying subdural clot which was removed slowly with biopsy forceps [Figure 16]. The hematoma was seen to enter the substance of the spinal cord and was splaying the nerve roots. Thorough irrigation with saline was given and the hematoma was evacuated in piecemeal. At the end of the surgery, the cord was seen pulsating after which a meticulous dural closure was achieved. He regained consciousness after surgery but the power in his lower limbs did not improve.

**Discussion**

Manifestations of dengue can be variable in individuals. Neurological presentations can vary from more common encephalitis or meningitis to uncommon life-threatening stroke syndromes. The complications of dengue have been well documented in patients who have undergone gastro,[2,3] urological,[4] cardiac,[5] and gynecological surgery.[6] In this unique short series, we present the cases of dengue infection in neurosurgery patients in the setting of an ongoing epidemic. Spontaneous intracranial bleeds are among the most common neurosurgical emergencies related to dengue reported in the literature.[7-12] The deleterious effects it has on the brain is without doubt. The management of such complications is a conundrum, as surgery in dengue coagulopathy is detrimental. A surgeon has to weigh risk and outcome of surgery on each patient and choose what is best for them.

Our first patient had compartment syndrome of the left upper limb in addition to intracranial bleed. Compartment syndromes in dengue are rare phenomenon, and such instances have been reported earlier involving both upper limb[13,14] as well as lower limb.[15] Altered coagulation, which leads to the formation of expanding hematoma secondary to venepuncture has been cited the most common etiology. Similarly, the cause of the hematoma in our patient was due to the cubital venepuncture. This could have been avoided, if only the disease had been detected earlier. The recurrent intracranial bleeding requiring two surgeries in this patient was due to precariously low platelet counts precluding hemostasis. However, after balancing options
of waiting for the resolution of coagulopathy against the threat of impending gangrene in her limb and death due to uncal herniation, the decision was taken for emergency surgery. The good outcome in this patient justifies the risk we took in performing concomitant emergency fasciotomy along with EDH evacuation.

Stroke in dengue is uncommon. Both ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes have been reported in dengue.[16-20] Although cerebellar hemorrhages have been described earlier,[18,19] ischemia of the cerebellum has never been reported. Our patient is the first case of dengue-related bilateral infarct of the cerebellum and the youngest patient reported so far in the literature. The cause of brain infarcts in dengue is secondary to dengue vasculitis,[17] dengue-related coagulopathy, and vascular thrombosis.[21] Our second case, had obstructive hydrocephalus due to edema and closure of the fourth ventricular outlet. She might have developed intracranial bleed in the opposite hemisphere after the insertion the EVD. However, it did not result neurological deterioration because the intracranial pressure was well balanced as a result of CSF drainage by EVD. The removal of this might have altered this balance and caused a sudden rise in intracranial pressure leading to decompenated coning in her. We had not anticipated another intracranial adverse event as the child was clinically improving; hence, post-EVD CT scan was not done. However, now we feel, it is imperative to perform CT scans after even minor intracranial procedure in patients with dengue coagulopathy.

Our third patient had recovered well after the craniotomy and evacuation of hematoma and was fit to be discharged when she contracted dengue. We were anticipating an intracranial bleed in her as her condition worsened un presence of thrombocytopenia; however, CT scan did not show any hematoma. Finally, she succumbed to her disease following ARDS. The respiratory complications of dengue are grave and are well documented in the literature.[22-27] The onset of ARDS is directly associated with the severity of dengue. The presence of dengue virus in the lungs lead to capillary leak and resultant hemoconcentration and hypoalbuminemia can lead to pleural effusion.[26] The capillary leak will finally lead to severe hypoxemic respiratory failure secondary to pulmonary edema.[27] The occurrence of nosocomial infection is well documented in literature. Inoculation of the dengue virus in health-care workers by needle stick injuries leading to the disease have been reported earlier.[28,29] However, in our patient, there was no such history of needlestick injury. She might have contracted the disease by aerosol transmission which has been documented earlier.[30] Health-care nurses as well as patient care providers should be on high vigil during epidemics of dengue to prevent nosocomial infection. Mortality is more likely in females with advanced age.[31]

The last patient in our series had paraplegia secondary to spinal bleed in the convalescence period of dengue. There are few case reports available in the literature describing spontaneous epidural hematoma developing secondary to dengue coagulopathy,[12,32,33] however, the incidence of spontaneous intraspinal hematoma has been reported only once.[34] Our patient had concurrent intraspinal and intracranial bleed secondary to dengue coagulopathy which has never been reported before. The delay in diagnosis, late referral, advanced age, and time taken to achieve an optimum platelet count to conclude a safe surgery lead to the poor outcome in our patient. We did anticipate poor recovery following surgery but some form of late recovery has been reported following traumatic spinal cord injury.[35] Ours was a case of spontaneous spinal cord bleed without traumatic disruptive forces involved in trauma which would shear the neural structures; hence, we wanted to facilitate a milieu in which recovery would be accentuated if any.

These four cases of dengue-related neurosurgical emergencies highlight the importance of screening every suspicious case in a setting of ongoing epidemic. All our
patients except one required emergency surgery which could not be done in the presence of coagulopathy. The reason for coagulopathy in dengue is multifactorial. The thrombocytopenia and dysfunctional platelets are secondary to decreased production from the bone marrow and increased destruction during the interplay between the platelets and the endothelial cells infected with the virus.\[^{36}\] The other mechanism which play a significant role is the depletion of the coagulation factors which result in abnormalities of the coagulation cascade.\[^{37}\] Platelets counts of at least 100,000/mm\(^3\) are required for safe neurosurgery as per literature.\[^{38}\] However, our patients who required intervention were deteriorating rapidly and we could not wait for the platelets to get normalized. There have been small case series with good outcome in patients with low platelet count undergoing neurosurgery; however, it has been limited to minor burr hole evacuation.\[^{39}\] Along similar thought process, we postulate that it is better to be on the safer side in such situations and proceed for surgery under cover of platelet transfusions and deal with the complications later.

**Conclusion**

The outcome of dengue-related neurosurgical emergencies depends on many factors. Early diagnosis is the key to good outcome before surgery. There should be a high index of suspicion and screening for dengue in a setting of ongoing epidemic. In the presence of coagulopathy, the choice of surgery against conservative treatment has to be decided on individual basis in each patient.
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